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Fill in the heading on your work sheet.
Some of the exercises in this book will ask you to draw a line segment
between two dots. You will be able to do a neater job on these exer-
cises if you have a ruler or some other kind of "straight-edge". If
you don't have a wooden or plastic straight-edge with you, you can
make a perfectly good straight-edge by folding a sheet of paper
several times.
Turn to PAGE 2
[Page 1]
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Imagine that you own a vex-y smart grasshopper. This grasshopper is
so smart that he has learned to play a game called a 'number plane
lattice game'. In playing this game, your grasshopper needs this
equipment:
(a) a large picture of part of the niunber plane lattice,
(b) a pair of dice, one red and one green, and
(c) a pack of small cards,, each card containing a rule
and "jumping" instructions.
Here is how your grasshopper plays the game. First, he rolls the
dice. [This is a big grasshopper, or he has very sm,ali dice!]
Suppose that Z comes up on the red die and 1 on the green die. This
means that he is to start the game sitting on the dot corresponding to
the point (Z, 1) on the nsomber pla,ne lattice. Next, he turns a card
face up and reads the rule and instructions. Suppose tha.t the card
says;
Rule: A jum p takes you from
(x
. y) to (x + i> y ^ IK i
Ins;.ructi ons: Make one jump.
The grasshopper will finish this game on the dot corresponding to
(3, 2). He starts at (2, i) and makes one juinp according to the given
rule. This ts.kes him to (2 + 1, I -f 1} or (3, 2). Since the instructions
were to make just one jump, he finishes at (3, 2).
Here is a diagram showing his jump.
4-
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Turn to PAGE 3
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Here is how your grasshopper might play another game.
Start: (-4, -1)
Rule: A jump takes you from (x, y) to (x + 2, y+ 1).
Instructions: Make 3 jumps.
Where does he finish?
Solution
.
First jump: From (-4, -1 ) to (-4 + 2, -1 + 1 ) or (-2, 0)
Second jump: From (-2, 0) to (-2 +2, + 1) or (0, 1)
Third jump: From (0, 1) to (2, 2)
So, after 3 jumps, he finishes on (2, 2).
Here is a diagram showing his jumps.
• • • • • 2* • ^©
-4
O
The exercises below are about a game your grasshopper played. Answer
thenn on your work sheet.
Start: (4, 1)
Rule: A jump takes you from (x, y) to (x - 1 , y + 1 ).
Instructions: Make 2 jumps.
(1) First jump: From (4, 1) to (3, 2)
Second jump: From (3, 2) to ( ? , ? )
(2) Where did he finish?
(3) Draw a diagram showing his jumps.
Turn to PAGE 4
[from page 2] [Page 3]
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Check your answers.
Start: (4, 1)
Rule: A jump takes you from (x, y) to (x - i , y + 1 ).
Instructions: Make 2 jumps.
(1) First jump: From (4, 1) to (3, 2)
Second jump: From (3, 2) to ( 5- , 3 )
J J
(2) Finish: (^^3) (3)
Record your results on your work sheet.
4
O
Q.
O
Do these exercises about another game the grasshopper played,
your answers on your work sheet.
Start: (0, 1)
Rule: A jump takes you from (x, y) to (x + 3, y).
Instructions: Make 3 jumps.
(1) First jump: From (0, 1) to (3, 1)
Second jump: From (3, i) to ( ? , ? )
Write
(2) Third jump: From ( _?_ , _?_) to ( ?
(3) Where did he finish?
(4) Draw a diagram showing his jumps.
Turn to PAGE 5
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Check your answers.
Start: (0, 1)
Rule: A jump takes you from (x, y) to (x + 3, y).
Instructions: Make 3 jumps.
(1) First jump: From (0, 1) to (3, 1)
Second jump: From (3, 1 ) to ( ^ , / )
(2) Third jump: From { 4 , / ) to ( ^ , / )
(3) Finish: (<?j) (4)
0- ©- ^O- >0
4 6 8 10
Record your results on your work sheet.
Turn to PAGE 6
[from page 4] [Page 5]
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Now, let's take over from the grasshopper and play some number plane
lattice games.
We shall make "moves" instead of "jumps", and we shall use an
abbreviated form for the rule. For example, the rule:
A move takes you from (x, y) to (x +2, y - 3)
will be written:
(x, y) - {x+ 2, y - 3)
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 2, y - 3)
5tart at (3, 3) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (3 + 2, 3 - 3) or (5, 0).
Second move takes you to ( ? , ? ).
(2) Third move takes you to ( ? , ? ).
(3) Where do you finish?
(4) Draw a diagram showing your moves.
Turn to PAGE 7
.
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 2, y - 3)
Start at (3, 3) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (5, 0). Second move takes you to ( 7 , - 3 ).
(2) Third move takes you to { '^ , -6 ). (3) Finish: (7-4)
(4) 4; • •
i . . C
2* • •
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Record your resalts on your work sheet.
vl, vt, ^1,
'1^
'i- 'i~-
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x, 2y)
Start at (i, 2) and make 2 moves.
(1) Where do you finish? [First move takes you to (2, 4).]
(2) Draw a diagram of your moves.
Turn to PAGE 8 .
[from page 6] [Page 7]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) -» (2x, Zy)
Start at (1, 2) and make 2 moves.
(i) Finish: (H, ? (2)
&
©
P
Record your results on your work sheet.
'i~- 'p 'I-
Answer this question on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (3x, 2y)
Start at {0, 0) and make 10 moves.
What is the final point?
Turn to PAGE 9
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) - (3x, 2y)
Start at (0, 0) and make 10 moves.
Finish: (0,0)
Record your results on your work sheet.
v'- v'- ^1.
'1^ 'r T
Here is a sample number plane lattice game where the rule is a bit
more complicated.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x - 3, 3y + 1
)
Start at (2, 0) and make 2 moves. What is the final point?
Solution
.
First move: From (2, 0) to (2 • 2 - 3, 3- + 1), or (1 , 1)
Second move: From (1, 1) to (2- 1 - 3. 3-1+1), or (-1, 4)
So, the final point is ( — 1, 4).
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (3x - 5, y + 2)
Start at (2, —2) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (1, 0).
Second move takes you to ( ? , ?_).
(2) Third move takes you to ( ? , ? ).
(3) What is the final point?
(4) Make a diagrain showing your moves.
Turn to PAGE 10
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (3x - 5, y + 2)
Start at (Z, -2) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (1, 0).
Second move takes you to ( —^ , 2- ).
(2) Third move takes you to ( — // , ^ ).
(3) Final point: (-//^ H)
(4) i • •
O^'^^ 4j . •
^"^"-©^
• 2t • •
S
.< ^...,...^-.-t-.-. • .---* , ,...^...0......
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 : '\ 2
i •
\-
-2t ' O
Record your results on your work sheet.
vl. O, vl.
,,-. ,,x ,,^
Answer this question on your work sheet.
Rule: (j, k) -* (2j - 5, 2k + 3)
Start at (5, -3) and make 7 moves,
What is the final point?
Turn to PAGE lj_
.
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Check your answer.
Rule: (j, k) - (2j - 5, 2k + 3)
Start at (5, —3) and make 7 moves.
Final point: {.^ ;" -^ J
[The final point would be (5, -3) if you made 101 moves!]
Record your results on your work sheet.
O- v>. o,
'r 'I- 'r
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — {x^ 3y - 1
)
Start at (2, 2) and make 3 moves,
(1) First move takes you to (4, 5).
Second move takes you to (16, ? ).
(2) Third move takes you to ( ? , ? ).
(3) So, the final point is ( ? , ? ).
Turn Lo PAGE 12
[from page 10] [Page 11]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (x^ 3y - 1
)
Start at (2, 2) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (4, 5).
Second move takes you to (16. ]__}_)
(2) Third move takes you to { ^^k , "i! ).
(3) So, the final point is ( >ZS'fc , JfJ__).
Record your results on your work sheet.
%'x ^1^ ..1^
'1^
'I" 'I-
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (x^ 3 - y).
Start at (-1, -1) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (1, 4). Do you agree? [Yes or No?]
(2) Second move takes you to ? .
(3) Third move takes you to ?
(4) What would be the final point if you made 4 moves?
(5) What would be the final point if you made 20 moves?
(6) Draw a diagram showing your first 3^ moves.
Turn to PAGE 13
[from page 11] [P^ge 12]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (x^ 3 - y)
Start at (-1, -1) and make 3 moves.
(1) First move takes you to (1, 4). "^i^^
(2) Second move takes you to (^l^—ij.
(3) Third move takes you to ( /^ ^ j,
(4) The final point after 4 moves
would be (/-/),
(5) The final point after 20 moves
would be / j — 'jj
(6) • «
-2«
•
4f %
•
i / A
»
'
1
1
* «
1 \
^- -»->-}-- 4->- ..
-2 /
© •
4J
©
2
Record your results on your work sheet.
vi^ »i- ^'*
'1- "r 'i'^
The exercise belov^ introduces a type of number plane lattice game
which might be a bit more challenging than the kind you have tried
up to nov/. Be on the lookout for a system to use in solving this new
type. Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) ^ (x -f 1, y+ 2)
After making 1 move, the final point is (5, 8).
What was the starting point ?
Turn to PAGE 14
[from page 1 2] [Page 1 3]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -* (x + 1, y + 2)
After making 1 move, the final point is (5, 8).
The starting point was (Hb).
If you had trouble with this exercise, here is a solution.
The first component of the final point is 5, and according to the
rule, 1 was added to some number to obtain 5. That number
must be 4 since 4+1 = 5. So, the first component of the point
imimediately before the final point must be 4. Since only 1 move
was made, the first component of the starting point must be 4.
The second component of the starting point must be 6, since
according to the rule, Z was added to some number to obtain 8,
and 6+2=8. So the starting point was (4^ (^\
Record your result on your work sheet.
O. vl, vl,
'r 'I- '1^
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 3, y - 2)
After making 2 moves the final point is (-1, 4).
Give the starting point.
Turn to PAGE 15
[from page 13] [Page 14]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -* (x + 3, y - 2)
After making 2 moves the final point is ( — 1, 4).
Starting point: (- 7, 5) "^^i^
Solution .
After 2 moves, the first component of the final point is -1. The
rule tells us that 3 was added to some number to obtain -1. That
number, of course, was -4. So, the first component of the point
reached after 1 move was -4. Again, the rule tells us that 3 was
added to some number to obtain -4. In this case, the number was
— 7. So, the first component of the starting point was —7. By the
same kind of reasoning, the second component of the starting
point was 8.
Thus, the starting point was ( — 7, 8).
In brief o.utline,
After 2 moves: (-1, 4)
After 1 move: (-4, 6)
Start: (-7, 8)
[We can check our solution by reading the brief outline from the
bottom up to see if each move agrees with the rule.]
Record your result on your work sheet.
O. vl, o.
'r '!• 'r
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (x - 2, y + 3)
After 2 moves, the final point is (1, 8).
(1) After 2 moves: (1, 8)
After 1 move: (3. ? )
(2) Start: { _?_ , ? )
Turn to PAGE 1_6 .
[from page 14] [Page 15]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (x - 2, y + 3)
After 2 moves, the final point is (1, 8).
(1) After 2 moves: (1, 8)
After 1 move: (3,5^)
(2) Start: {5',X)
Record your results on your work sheet,
vi,
-.h vi,
'r 'r '1^
Do these exercises on your work sheet. [Remember to be on the lookout
for a systematic way to solve this kind of problem. ]
Rule: (x, y) — (x - 3, y + 1)
After 4 moves, the final point is (-6, 3).
(1) After 4 moves: (-6, 3)
After 3 moves: (-3, ? )
(2) After 2 moves: ( ? , ? )
(3) After 1 move: { _?_ , ? )
(4) Start: (_?_, ? )
(5) Make a diagram showing the moves which must have been made to
reach the final point.
Turn to PAGE 17
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (x - 3, y + 1)
After 4 moves, the final point is (-6, 3).
(1) After 4 moves: (-6, 3)
After 3 moves: (-3,2,)
(2) After Z moves: ( J )
(3) After 1 move: {3o)
(4) Start: { C,-l )
(5)
©.
-6
©<-.
4
-©.
>©.--,
O
Record your results on your work sheet.
^1, vi. ^1.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x + 1, y - 1)
After 3 moves the final point is (15, -3).
(1) After 3 moves: (15, -3)
After 2 moves: (7, ? )
(2) After 1 move: ( ? , ? )
(3) Start: ( ? , ? )
Turn to PAGE 18
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x+ 1, y - 1)
After 3 moves the final point is (15, ~3),
(1) After 3 moves: (15, -3)
After 2 moves: ( 7, ~2-)
(2) After 1 move: (3,-1 )
(3) Start: (1,0)
Here is how part of the solution might be done.
The first component of the final point is 15. The rule tells us
that some number was multiplied by 2 and then 1 was added to
obtain 15. That number must have been 7 since 2- 7 + 1 = 15.
So, after 2 moves, the first component of the point reached was 7.
[You can check the completed solution by reading the answers from
the starting point to the final point to see if each move followed the
rule. ]
Record your results on your work sheet,
T 't- '1^
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x+ 1, y - 1)
After 2 moves, the final point is (11, 3),
(1) After 2 moves: (11, 3)
After 1 move: ( 5, ? )
(2) Start: ( ? , ? )
Turn to PAGE 1_9 .
[from page 17] [Page 18]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x + 1 , y - 1
)
After 2 moves, the final point is (11, 3).
(1) After 2 moves: (11,3)
After 1 move: (5, H )
(2) Start: { Z , ^ ) [2-2+1=5]
Record your results on your work sheet.
O. O. vl.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x - 1, 2y + 1
)
After 3 moves, the final point is (9, 7).
(1) After 3 moves: (9, 7)
After 2 moves: (5,
_?_ ) [2 • _2_+ 1 = 7]
(2) After 1 move: ( _?_ > ? )
(3) Start: ?
Turn to PAGE 20
[from page 18] [Page 19]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — {2x - 1, 2y + 1
)
After 3 moves, the final point is (9, 7).
(1) After 3 moves: (9, 7)
After 2 moves: (5,3) [2-3+1 = 7]
(2) After 1 move: ( 3, / )
[2.3-1 = 5, 2.i_+l=3]
(3) Start : (^,o)
/ ^[2.2-1 = 3, 2-0+1=1]
Record your results on your work sheet.
o, -', o,
,,-, ,,x ..,^.
On your work sheet, draw a diagram showing the moves which must
have been made to reach the final point in the game whose solution
is given near the top of this page.
Turn to PAGE 21
[from page 19]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) — {2x - 1, 2y + 1)
After 3 moves, the final point is (9, 7).
8«
-2
©
/
^
S
-€-
2 8 10
Record your results on your work sheet.
'1 'r T
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) -* (3x + 2, 3 - 2y)
After 3 moves, the final point is (5 3, -7).
(1) After 3 moves: (53, -7)
After 2 moves: (17, 5)
After 1 move : ?
(2) Start : ?
[3-17 + 2=53. 3 - 2-5 = -7.]
[3. J_+ 2=17. 3 - 2.? = 5.]
Turn to PAGE 22
[from page 20] [Page 21]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (3x + 2. 3 - 2y)
After 3 moves, the final point is (5 3, -7).
(1) After 3 moves: (53, -7)
After 2 moves: (17, 5)
[3- j_7 + 2 = 53. 3 - 2-5 = -7.]
After I move : (S'^-lj
[3- 5 + 2=17. 3 - 2- :vl^= 5.]
(2) Start: (l,2)
[3. 1_+ 2 = 5. 3 - 2-2 = -1.]
Record your results on your work sheet.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) -* (3x - 2, 4 - 2y)
After 3 nnoves, the final point is (28, 12).
(1) After 3 moves: (28,12)
After 2 moves: ? [Remember, you are "backing up".]
(2) After 1 move : ?
(3) Start : ?
Turn to PAGE 23 .
[from page 21] [Page 11]
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Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (3x - 2, 4 - 2y)
After 3 moves, the final point is (28, 12).
(1) After 3 moves: (28, 12)
After 2 moves: (lO^-y
(2) After 1 move : (^\,'^)
(3) Start : (^,o)
Record your results on your work sheet.
Turn to PAGE 24
[from page 22] [Page 23]
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You have played several number plane lattice games where you were
given the final point and asked to find the starting point. Perhaps you
have discovered that you can use equations to help you "back up" in a
lattice game.
Here is a sample showing how equations can help. [Perhaps you
discovered a different method.]
Sample
.
Rule: (x, y) — (3x + 4, 2 - 3y)
After 2 moves, the final point is (79, 68).
Give the starting point.
Solution.
After 2 moves: (79, 68)
First Component
3x + 4 = 79
3x = 75
X = 25
Second Component
2 - 3y = 68
-3y = 66
y = -22
So, the point just before (79, 68) was (25, -22).
After 1 move: (25, -22)
3x+ 4 = 25
X = 7
2 - 3y = -22
y= 8
So, the starting point was (7, 8).
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x+ 5, 3 - 2y)
After 3 moves, the final point is (19, -15).
Give the starting point.
Turn to PAGE 25
[from page 23] [Page 24]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x+ 5, 3 - 2y)
After 3 moves, the final point is (19, ~15).
First Component
2x + 5 = 19
X = 7
Second Component
3 - 2y = -15
y= 9
After 2 nnoves: (7, 9)
2x + 5 = 7
x= 1
2x + 5 = 1
X = -2
3 - 2y = 9
y= -3
After 1 move: (1, -3)
3 - 2y = -3
y= 3
Starting point: (-2.^31
Record your results on your work sheet.
-1. O v'.
'i~- T 'r
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x - 5, 3 + 4y)
After 4 moves, the final point is (-27, -1).
Give the starting point.
Turn to PAGE 26
[from page 24] [Page 25]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) — (2x - 5, 3 + 4y)
After 4 moves, the final point is {-2.1, -1).
After 4 moves: (-27, -1)
After 3 moves: (-11, -1)
After 2 moves: ( — 3, —1)
After 1 move : (1,-1)
-tart : (S^-/) <g5^»
Record your result on your work sheet.
^. -J^ o.
'1^ "C 'C
The exercises below introduce still another type of number plane lattice
game. Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A= {(0. 0), (1, 1), (2, 2)}
Rule: (x, y) -* (x + y, x - y)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) From (0, 0), you move to (0 + 0, - 0), or (0, 0).
From (1, 1), you move to (1 + i, 1 - 1), or (2, 0).
From (2, 2), you move to(_?^+_?_, !_' 2-)' °^ ( _2_ > _!_)•
(2) If the new set is called 'X' then X = { ? ? ? }.
Turn to PAGE 27
[from page 25] [Page 26]
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Check your answers.
A= {(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 2)}
Rule: (x, y) -* (x + y, x - y)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) From (0, 0), you move to (0, 0).
From (1, 1), you move to (2, 0).
From (2, 2), you move to(_^+^, 2^-3^), or(_^, O ).
(2) X= {io,o),{2.,o) X%o) }
Record your results on your v/ork sheet.
O. -1. vl.
'1- 'r 'I--
Now, let's plot the points in each of the sets A and X listed above, and
show the moves from each point in A to the corresponding point in X.
• • i 0^ • N •
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A= {(0, 0), (1, -1), (2, -2), (3, -3)}
Rule: (x, y) — (x, jy|)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) X= { ?_, ?_, l_, ? }
(2) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate each
move by drawing a dashed line and an arrow. [See the diagram above.]
Turn to PAGE 28
[from page 26] [jPage 27]
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Check your answers.
A= {(0, 0), (1, -i), (2, -2), (3, -3)}
Rule: (x, y) - (x. |y|)
(1) X^ {(o,o),(l,0X^.^},C2,3}} (2) • 4\ • * •
i
• 21
e
1
t
1
°
\
t
_
, 1 „
1
-2
-----J^-
I
1
1
i
1
4
.~z\ •
1
© j
1
e •
I
©
.-Ai • • •
Record your results on your v/ork sheet.
^'^ ^1^ ^1^
',-
--iV *iN
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A= {(2, 1). (3. 2), (4, 3), (5, 3)}
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set'X',
(1) X= {(1, 2). (2, JU, _J_, ? }.
(2) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate each
move. [Remember, loops for A, cross-marks for X.]
Turn to PAGE 29
[from page 27] [Page 28]
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Check your answers.
A= {(2, 1), (3, 2), (4, 3), (5, 3)}
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
(1) X= {(1, 2), (2,3). (3,^X(3^?) }
(2)
-2
• • X •
• X • © ®
X • '® •
Record your results on your work sheet.
When one move is made from each point in a set according to the rule
'(x, y) ~^ (y, x)' and the points involved are plotted, we get an interesting
picture. Study such pictures carefully and look for a "pattern".
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: < x < 6 and y = 1 }
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) A= {
(2) X= {
} [ L/ist the members of set A. ]
} [ List the members of set X. ]
(3) Plot the points in each set on the samie diagrann and indicate the moves,
(4) X = {{x, y), X and y integers: ? , and x = 1 }
Turn to PAGE 30
.
[fronn page 28] [Page 29]
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Check your answers.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: < x < 6 and y = 1 }
Rule: (x, y) -*- (y, x)
(1) A= {(hO,U,0,UO,(H, 0,(5-^1) }
(2) X= {0,/).(U),(/,3](A^),(/,5)}
(3) • *
• •X
Remember, look for a "pattern'
(4) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: D < / < b and x = 1 }
[Compare this description of set X with the description of set A at
the top of this page.]
Record your results on your work sheet.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: —2 < x < 2 and -4 < y < ~2}
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1 ) A = { ? } [List the members of set A. ]
(2) X= { } [ List the members of set X. ]
(3) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate the moves,
[Remember, loops for A, cross-marks for X.]
(4) X = {(x, y), x and y integers: -2 < y < 2 and ? }
Turn to PAGE 31
.
[from page 29] [Page 30]
i
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Check your answers.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: -Z < x < 2 and -4 < y < -2}
Rule: (x, y) -" (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) A. ( {-ir^)A^r^),(h'i) }
(2) x.{ (-3,-l),(-3,OU'-3j) }
(3) • • « « 21 •
• X • « • •
_ _- _^. \-- - _». _ , ^
-4 \ -?.' ?
X •\ \ • *
fc \ \
1
• • \
\
v_
s^U
• •
•
•
•
•
•
^
t^ 4r
^0
.
(4) X = {(x, y), x and y integers: -2 < y < 2 and -H'^X^'^}
[Compare this description of set X with the description of Set A at the
top of this page. ]
Record your results on your work sheet.
vl^ O- vU
'1^
'I '1-
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
After making one move from each point in set A, the result in set X where
X = {(2, 7), (3, 7), {4, 7)}.
(1) A = { ?__, __!_' ?__}
(2) X = {{x, y), X and y integers: 1 < x < 5 and ? }
(3) A = {(x, y), X and y integers: ? and x = 7}
Turn to PAGE 32.
[from page 30] [Page 31]

[Part 43] [Page 32]
Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
After making one move from each point in set A, the result is set X where
X= {(2, 7), U, 7), (4, 7)}.
(1) A=: { (^2),(:7;3X(7//)}
(2) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: 1 < x < 5 and /= 7 }
(3) A = {(x, y), X and y integers: f < y<S^ and x = 7}
Record your results on your work sheet,
'I 'r 'r
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), x and y integers: 2 < x < 5 and -3 < y < 0}
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
If you make one move from each point in set A, and call the new set 'X',
then X = {(x, y), x and y integers: ? and ? }.
[Try to complete the description of set X without listing the members of
either set A or set X.]
Turn to PAGE 33
[from page 31] [Page 32]
I ) 1
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Check your ansr/crs.
A -- {(.-C; y), X a.-id y rotcgers: 2 < x < 5 and -3 < y < 0}
Rule: (:;, y) ~* (y. x)
If ^or. make one move from each point in set A, and call the new set ' X'
,
then
X ---- {{:-, y), X and y integers: Z<y<:^ and -3 < X < O },
[Of course, 'X = {x, y), x and y integers: — .'i < X < O and <2< /< S" }'
is also correct,,
"l
Recor.'cl yrur rcsulti; on your wor,:-; sheet,.
-I.
-.1.
If ycv •.-.ero o.M,j to cc:.'np]et:; the description of set .X above without
lisdng tI;.o i.:iv,:-:obers of s'^t A or set X, you have probably made an
iut ircr. '.:,_'^ uinccvory, V'/'c hope you have discovered that when you
are given ^. brace -notation description of a set of points and you
make C".j_ r.ri-^\'--^ fy:^::.^ op,ch pOint in the set a.ccording to the rule
"
' X, y) —' 'y. ::). yc can e.-.r.^'.ly get a br:- ce -note.tion description of
the nev.' se':„ You r^imply copy the description of the given set except
that after the. ' :,
' you s'-":Gtitate th : pronumeral v/hich indicates second
cornponcntr. for the p .-onux.ie ral v/hich indicates first components, and
you substi'-utc the firF:t coircponen.t pronunneral for the second connponent
pronrcneral, I'hc cxerci.sc ansv/ered at the top of this page is a good
e.xaraDlc.
Turn to PAGE 34
[from page 3Z] [Page 33]

[Part 43] [Page 34]
Now, let's see if you can apply the discovery mentioned on the previous
page.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = 2 and -3 < x < 3}
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Give a brace description of set X. That is, complete this:
X = {(x, y), X and y integers: ? and ? }
(2) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate the
moves.
Turn to PAGE 35
.
[from page 33] [Page 34]
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Check your answers,
A = {{x, y), X and y integers: y = 2 and — 3 < x < 3}
Rule: (x, y) -^ (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set *X'
(1) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: X^ cZ- and " 3 < / < 3 )
(2) 3*
©^©0 0,
*\
\
---r---V-
-2
— 2
\ -X
-"-X-\ \
\ X
X
Remember to look for a "pattern" on the picture.
Record your results on your work sheet.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = x - 3}
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one nnove from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Give a brace description of set X.
(2) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate the
moves.
Turn to PAGE 36
.
[from page 34] [Page 351

[Part 43] [Page 36]
Check your answers.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = x - 3}
Rule: (x, y) -» (y, x)
/' '
(2) • • • a*
><
\
-4 K-2 ^\
X • ^, •
X.
\
\ • \X^2
X • ^. • \ • ®
©
\
\
©
• •
/
2 4 [The "pattern" is particularly clear
in this picture.
]
Record your results
on your work sheet.
'1^
'i^- 'r
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Set A: See the picture
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A.
Call the new set 'X'.
-4(i) Plot the points in set X on the same
diagram with set A and indicate the
moves. [Try to do this exercise first,
but if you have trouble, do Exercises
(2) and (3) first.]
(2) A = {
_? } [ List the members of set A. ]
(3) X = { ? } [ List the members of set X. ]
© O
-©-
®
-4t
Set A
Turn to PAGE 37
[from page 35] [Page 36]

[Part 43] [Page 37]
Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in Set A. Call the new set 'X'
(1) .4,' . . .
.
. j x^= •
'
• 2< X ^ '
-K—X-+-'-€> --
'^
''J 2
• ^\ 9 • • •
. . M) . . .
°—4i
(2) A= {Co,-^Uo,-0,0.<5),(«2,/;,(£,/)>
(3) X= {(-3,0l(-lol(oJl0.^),(l>3)j
Record your results
on vour work sheet.
^U vl^ .1^
'i'^ '1^ 'e"
_ 7
• • o
©00
2
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A: the set pictured at right
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in set A.
Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Plot the points in set X on the same
diagram with set A and indicate
the moves.
(2) A = { ? } [List set A.]
(3) X^ { ? } [List set X.]
(4) Draw a dashed line through the dots corresponding to the points in
set D, where
D = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = x}.
-2f •
Set A
Turn to PAGE 3 8
[from page 36] [Page 37]

[Part 43] [Page 38]
Check your answers.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move frora each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'
(1) 4» X K • ."
2t X X ^\ \
/ ^0 ^0 ^0
(2) A= { (a-j),(3,0,(^. 0, (^/,i)}
(3) X= { ClA),Ch3\0,^),U,^) }
(4)^[D = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = x}]
Record your results on your work sheet.
.,1., ^1. vl.
The exercises above should help you see the pattern involved in
making a move according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
D - {(x, y), X and y integers: y = x}
Q-f Start
Turn to PAGE 39
[from page 37] [Page 38]
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Notice the dot with the loop around it in the picture below. If you make
one move from this point according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
where do you think you would end up?
Point (i)? Point (2)? Point (3)?
Circle the answer on your work sheet.
(2)
X
(3)
(1)
©^ Start
Turn to PAGE 40
[from page 38] [Page 39]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
(2)
Xf
(IT'
X
(3)
^
©^ Start
Record your result on your work sheet.
'1^ '1^ 'r
Notice the dot with the loop around it in the picture below. If you
make one move from this point according to the rule:
(x, y) -" (y, x)
where do you think you would end up?
Point (1)? Point (2)? Point (3)?
Circle the answer on your work sheet.
Start
© (2)
X (3)
X (1)
Turn to PAGE 41
[from page 39] [Page 40]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Start
©^
(1)
X
(2)
X
(3)
Record your result on your work sheet.
^1. o. o.
Which of the marked points (1), (Z), or (3) would be the starting point
if you made one move according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
and ended at the dot with the cross -mark through it?
Circle the answer on your work sheet.
(3)
(1)
(2)
©
©
X.
Finish
Turn to PAGE 42
[from page 40] rPaee 411

[Part 43] [Page 42]
(3) ©
(1)
Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
(2)
©
Record your result on your work sheet.
'Finish
•J, »"• o^
'i"" '»"• •(>
If you make one move frot-n the point iabled as the start point according
to the rule:
(x, y) — Cy, x)
where do you finish?
Point (1)? Point (2)? Point (3)?
Circle the answer on your work sheet,
(Z]
(3)'"X
©'
-Start
Turn to PAGE 43
[from page 41] [Page 42]

[Part 43] [Page 4 3]
(2)
Check your ansv/er.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Record your result on your work sheet.
x;
Start
Use your eye and mark a dot on the picture on your work sheet to
show where you finish ii you make one move from the point labeled
Start according to the rule;
{x, y) -*• (y, x)
Start
(S"
Turn to PAGE 44
[from page 4Zj [Page 43]
\
[Part 43] [Page 44]
Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) —' (y, x)
/
^ \
;
'v .•<r'-^ ;,-'
/^
-— Sta
/ i®"^
You are right if your mark would be within the boundry indicated.
Record your result on your work sheet.
vl^ ^I^ o^
--i^ '1^ 'r
Use your eye and mark a dot on the picture on your v/ork sheet to
show where you finish if you make one move fronn the start point
according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y. x)
[Hint. A "move" might not move you at alL ]
Q)* Start
Turn to PAGE 45
[from page 43] [Page 44]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
[The same dot! ]
Record your result on your work sheet.
x', ^'^ -.1,
'1^
't- 'r
]8C StartFinish
Use your eye and mark dots on the picture on your work sheet to show
where you finish if you make one move from each point indicated by a
loop according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
©
©
©'
Turn to PAGE 46
[from page 44] [Page 45]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -~ {y, x)
0.
!\X
Record your result on your work sheet.
Use your eye and mark dots on the picture on your work sheet to show
where you finish if you make one move from each point indicated by a
loop according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
©
&0
Turn to PAGE 47
[from page 45] [Page 46]
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[Part 43] [Page 47]
Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -^ (y, x)
X^^ X X
Record your result on your work sheet.
^1, -,1,
Use your eye and mark dots on the picture on your work sheet to show
where you finish if you make one move from each point indicated by a
loop according to the rule:
(x, y) -* (y, x)
^
®
r?'
Turn to PAGE 48
[from page 46] [Page 47]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -^ (y, x)
Record your result on your work sheet.
© p
/
/
^' X
Use your eye and mark dots on the picture on your work sheet to show
where you finish if you make one move from each point indicated by a
loop according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
0,®
©0©'
0'
Turn to PAGE 49
[fronn page 47] [Page 48]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
Record your result on your work sheet.
©gfxx
^xxx
Use your eye and mark dots on the picture on your work sheet to show
where you finish if you make one move from each point indicated by a
loop according to the rule:
(x, y) — (y, x)
© 0'
<S'
0' ©
Turn to PAGE 50
[from page 48] [Page 49]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
81 8f jgf
Record your result on your work sheet.
».•, o, ^<^
^j^
•'I'* ^1^
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Set A is the set pictured.
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in
set A. Use cross -marks to indicate
the new set.
• • 41
• 2!
*—/——.©.-
-2 y. 2
.
^g^ (p © .
• •
/ o
o .
'
-2»
Set A
Turn to PAGE 51
.
[from page 49] [Page 50]
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Check your answer.
« •
4j • • X /
\ • X /'' ©
• tk. X / ©
X I / o •
•
-X—.-i- -©--—
-2 / \ 2
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Record your result on your work sheet.
vi, ^1, o,
'1^ 'p 'i^
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Set A is the set pictured.
Rule: {x, y) -* (y. x)
Make one move from each point in
set A. Use cross -marks to indicate
the new set.
« « 2®
.
-•*
—
©
—
'--
-2 /
1\
O
© .''
• •
«
2 4
« « • •
» * * •
Set A
Turn to PAGE 52.
[from page 50] [Page 51]
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Check your answer.
Set A is the set pictured.
Rule (x, y) — (y, x) Solution.
2<P
©
O O
0'
->--
O i
Set A
Record your result on your work sheet.
vi, »•- »i,
<t- -i^ r^^
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Set A: see picture
Rule: (x, y) — (y, x)
Make one move from each point in
set A. Use cross -marks to
indicate the new set.
-2
©
20 . j8f' X X
X
X
I
2k .
-X-
2 4
« «
« • 3i
——©
-3
• © ,•'
V • ©-3
• •
• •
y •
®
Set A
Turn to PAGE 5 3
[from page 51] [Page 5 2]
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Check your answer.
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x) Solution
©
©--
-3
• © ,
•
0'
—if-
\
/ ' ©-3 i
y ' . . ®
Set A
Record your result on your work sheet.
• • 9 * * • « ^«
« • •
'
^i • •
• • © j _.'' • • «
--X-
-3
--©-
/
1
-^.
3
• X yf 4 • « • •
• • M' X X X • • •
•
y'
• ©-3i • • « •
. •
• ® « • •
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Set A: see picture _
Rule: (x, y) -* (y, x)
Make one move from each point in
set A. Use cross-marks to
indicate the new set.
•
0'
,/' ©
©
Set A
Turn to PAGE 54
[from page 52] [Page 5 3]
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'<S> . . 1 o
^ 1
'-.^ . i (M0
« 1 U
© '0 O
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© .
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As you have probably seen from the preceding exercises, when you
make one move from a point according to the rule:
(x, y) -* (y. x)
you go straight toward the graph of the line through set D, where
D = {{x, y), X and y integers: x = y}
and beyond it. The new point is the same distance from the line as the
starting point is.
Start
^©
Finish
^.L.— Start
-''^"-Finish
G"
Same distance
Start
Finish
X
Turn to PAGE 57
[from page 55] [Page 56]
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Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A= {(2. 3), (3, 4)}
B= {(2, 4), (3. 4), (4, 4)}
Rule: (x, y) -<- (y, x)
(1) A w B = { ? }
(2) Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Then X = { ? }.
(3) Make one move from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
Then Y = { ? }.
(4) If one move is made from each point in set A v_y B then the new
set is { ? }.
(5) XwY={ ? }
Turn to PAGE 58
[from page 56] [Page 57]
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[Part 43] [Page 58]
Check your answers.
A= {(2, 3), (3, 4)}
B = {(2, 4), (3, 4), (4. 4)}
Rule: (x, y) -' (y, x)
(1) AwB= {(a.3;X3.Y;X'^^'^)/^-^)}.
(2) Make one move from each point m set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Then X= { (3,2.1 ("f, 3)}.
(3) Make one move from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y*,
Then Y= { ("i, i^A"^' ^l (H, H) }•
(4) If one move is made from each point in set A v^ B then the new set
IS { (3,^(^.3;, (^.^;,(^,y) }.
(5) XwY= {( 3.^(^,3j.C^--^)/^' ^) )
[Compare the answers to Exercises (4) and (5).]
k'^ V*, ..I,
'I- '1^ «-(-
Do these exercises on your work sheet,
A= {(1, 1), (2, 2), (-3, -1)}
B = {{-1, -2), (2, 2), (-3, -1)}
Rule: (x, y) - (2x + 1, 3y)
(1) A w B = { ? }
(2) Make 2 moves from each point m set A. Call the new set 'X',
Then X = { ? }.
(3) Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set ' Y'.
Then Y = { '> }.
(4) If 2 move^ are made from each point m set A ^-^ B then the new
set is { ? }. [See Exercise (1) for A -^^ B. ]
(5) X w Y = {___L____}
Turn to PAGE 59 .
[from page 57] [Page 58]
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Check your answers.
A= {(1, 1), {2, 2). (-3, -1)}
B = {(-1, -2). (2, 2), (-3, -1)}
Rule: (x, y) — {2x + 1, 3y)
(1) AwB= {(l,lX(^^)A'^.-0/~l-J-)}
(2) Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
ThenX= { (?,?),(//, /g^,(-t -9)}.
(3) Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
ThenY= { Hr /S)X //,/S)X'l - "^ ) >•
(4) If 2 moves are made from each point in set A v> B then the new
set is { (z9\(/ijg),(~i-^X (rl'i^) }•
(5) xw Y= {<:7,'?),(//,/^), H- ?;,(-/, -/?)>.
Record your results on your work sheet.
xl, v'^ »t^
'r 'I"- 'i^
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the number plane lattice such
that
A w B = {(1, 3), (2, 4), (-7, -3), (-5, -4)}.
Rule: (x, y) -* (x + 3, 2y - 1
)
Make 3 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 3 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
Then, X w Y = ?
Turn to PAGE 60
.
[from page 58] [Page 59]
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Check your answer.
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the number plane lattice
such that
A w B = {(I, 3), (2, 4), (-7, -3). (-5, -4)}.
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 3, 2y - 1)
Make 3 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 3 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
Then, XwY=
^
( /0,n)
^
( 1 1, 2 SX ( <2 , - 2> , (^i .-^l) } -
Record your result on your work sheet.
^r, vi, o^
-r 'I- 'f
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the number plane lattice
and that one of the points in A ^^ B is (5, 1 1 ).
Rule: (x, y) ^ (2x + i, y -3)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X',
Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
Answer this question your work sheet.
What is one of the points in X ^^^ Y?
Turn to PAGE 61
[from page 59] [Page 60]
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Check your answer.
One of the points in A V-> B is (5, 11).
Rule: (x, y) — (Zx + 1, y - 3)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set ' X'
Make Z moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'
Then one of the points in X w Y is L'^-'i ^
J
'%:fe?ip?\
Record your result on your work sheet.
vl, vl, vl-T '1- '1^
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the number plane lattice
and R is a moving rule.
From each point in set A, make n moves according to rule R. Let
X be the new set.
From each point in set B, make n nnoves according to rule R. Let
Y be the new set.
It follows that n moves according to rule R from any point in A "^-^ B
takes you to a point in ? .
Complete this last sentence on your work sheet.
Turn to PAGE 62
.
[from page 60] [Page 61]

[Part 43] [Page 62J
Check your answer.
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the number plane lattice
and R is a moving rule.
From each point in set A, make n moves according to rule R. Let
X be the new set.
From each point in set B, make n moves according to rule R. Let
Y be the new set.
It follows that n moves according to rule R fromi any point in A '^ B
takes you to a point in /C^~^ /
Record your result on your work sheet.
r '1^ 'r
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the nuinber plane lattice
and that (-1 , 2) and (3, -2) belong to A v> B .
Rule: (x, y) - (x ^3, 2y - 1
)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 2 moves from each point m set B. Call the new set 'Y',
It follows that two points in X w Y are ? and ?
(1) (2)
Complete this last sentence on your work sheet.
Turn to PAGE 63
[from page 61] [Page 62]

[Part 43] [Page 63]
Check your answers.
(-1, 2) and (3, -2) belong to A w B.
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 3, 2y - 1)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A, Call the new set 'X'
Make 2 moves from each point m set B. Call the new set 'Y'
It follows that two points m X w Y are i^i ^) and Ct^'///
(1) (2)
Record your results on your work sheet.
'!•
'l^ 'I-
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the number plane lattice
such that
A w B = {(4. 3), (4, 4)}.
Rule: (x, y) -* (x + 5. 2y - i)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
It follows that X vv Y = ?
Turn to PAGE 64 .
[from page 62] [Page 6 3]

[Part 43] [Page 64]
Check your answer.
A w B - {(4, 3), (4, 4)}
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 5, 2y - 1)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y',
It follows that X w Y = H^^^'^). 0'^' ' ^Q.
Record your result on your work sheet.
'I- 'I - '1^
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Suppose that A and B are sets of points ir. the number plane lattice
such that
A w B = {{a, b), (e, f)},
[Of course, a, b, e, and f are integers. ]
Rule: {x, y) — (x + 3, 2y + 1)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
Then, X w Y = ?
Turn to PAGE 65
[from page 63] [Page 64]

[Part 43] [Page 65]
Check your answer.
Suppose that A and B are sets of points in the nunnber plane lattice
such that
A w B = {(a, b), (e, f)},
where a, b, e, and f are integers.
Rule: (x, y) — (x + 3, 2y + 1)
Make 2 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Make 2 moves from each point in set B. Call the new set 'Y'.
Then. XwY= [(^ +^, "-/b +3)^ (e + fe^ ^ f + 3)}.
Record your result on your work sheet.
Turn to PAGE 66
[from page 64] [Page 65]

[Part 43] [Page 66]
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (m, n) •— (m, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x = 3}
Make one nnove from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Is set A finite ? Yes or no?
(2) Is set X finite? Yes or no?
(3) Is (3, 7) in set A? Yes or no?
(4) Is (3, 8) in set X? Yes or no?
(5) Is (3, 92) in set X? Yes or no?
(6) Is (3, -4) in set X? Yes or no?
(7) Find a point in set A which is not in set X.
(8) Find a point in set X which is not in set A.
(9) Give a brace -notation description of set X.
Turn to PAGE 67
[from page 65] [Page 66]

[Part 43] [Page 67]
Check your answers.
Rule: (m, n) -* (m, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x = 3}
Make one naove from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Is set A finite ? '^^"-^^ (2) Is set X finite ? ^-<^
(3) Is (3, 7) in set A? "^^'^^ (4) Is (3, 8) in set X?
-^jf^^
(5) Is (3, 92) in set X? -)f^^ (6) Is (3, -4) in set X? "A^-^
(7) [There is no point in set A which is not in set X. ]
(8) [There is no^ point in set X which is not in set A. ]
(9) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: X= 3 }
Record your results on your work sheet.
vl- ^1^ ^1^
'I-- ')' -'1--
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (m, n) -^ (m + 3, n)
A = {(x, y), x and y integers: y = 5}
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Is set A finite ? Yes or no?
(2) Is set X finite? Yes or no?
(3) Give a brace -notation description of set X.
Turn to PAGE 68 .
[from page 66] [Page 67]

[Part 43] [Page 68]
Check your answers.
Rule: (m, n) -^ (m + 3, n)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = 5}
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Is set A finite ? /y^^
(2) Is set X finite? -"^^^
(3) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: y = ^ }
Record your results on your work sheet.
'!•
'J (^
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (m, n) — (m + Z, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), x and y integers: x = 3}
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Is set A finite?
(2) Is set X finite ?
(3) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate the
moves. [Remember, loops for A, cross-marks for X, small
arrows. ]
(4) Give a brace -notation description of set X.
Turn to PAGE 69
[from page 67] [Page 68]

[Part 43] [Page 69]
Check your answers.
Rule: {m, n) -" (m + 2, n + 1)
A - {(x, y). X and y integers: x = 3}
Make one move from each point in set A, Call the new set 'X'.
T t
(1) Is set A finite? /ruS'
(2) Is set X finite? ^^
(3) >
(4) X = {{x, y), X and y integers: ^- S }
Record your results on your work sheet.
-4
©" ;^X
-©"-•--4XC--7-
-.X
©""^ X
1 i
'»*
'I" 'i*
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
Rule: (m, n) -* (m + 2, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x = 6}
Make three moves from each point in set A, Call the new set *X'.
Describe set X, using brace -notation.
Turn to PAGE 70
[from page 68] [Page 69]

[Part 43] [Page 70]
Check your answer.
Rule: (m, n) — (m + 2, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x = 6}
Make 3 moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
X = {(x, y), X and y integers: X ^ I Z. ^ "^^
[After one move from each point in set A, the set selector of the
description of the new set would be 'x = 8'. After Z moves it would be
'x = 10'. So, after 3 nnoves it would be 'x = 12'.]
Record your result on your work sheet.
^t. .1. vO
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
Rule: (m, n) -^ (m +1, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x + y = y + x}
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
Write 'true' in the blank if the statement is true. Write 'false' in the
blank if the statennent is false.
(1) Set A is the number plane lattice itself.
(2) Set A is infinite.
(3) Set X is the nunnber plane lattice itself.
(4) Set X is infinite.
(5) Give a brace -notation description of set X.
Turn to PAGE 71
[from page 69] [Page 70]

[Part 43] [Page 71]
Check your answers.
Rule: (m, n) -* (m +1, n + 1)
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x + y = y + x}
Make one move from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Set A is the number plane lattice itself. yCn^^-JJ—
(2) Set A is infinite. ^^^^^^^-<-^-
(3) Set X is the number plane lattice itself. XX^-k.si^
(4) Set X is infinite. ^^^a-
(5) [Any description which names the set of all ordered pairs of integers
is correct. ]
Record your results on your work sheet.
For each point listed below in Exercises (1) - (6), write 'yes' if the
point belongs to set A, and write 'no' if the point does not belong to
set A, where _
A = {{xj y), X and y integers: x + y =9}.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
(1) (3, 0) (Z) (0, -3) (3) {2, 7)
(4) (-3, 0) (5) (5, 4) (6) (0, 3)
(7) n(A) = ? [Remember, 'n(A)' means the number of elements
in A.]
Turn to PAGE 72
[from page 70] [Page 71]

[Part 43] [Page 72]
Check your answers.
A ~ {{x, y), X and y integers: x ^ y =9}
(1) (3, 0) ^^c^ (2) (0, -3) -^^^ (3) (2, 7)
_^^
(4) (-3, 0) ^^^±i (5) (5, 4) _^r:fl (6) (0, 3) >^
(7) n(A) = y
Record your results on your work sheet.
vv >i- vt,
'I- -r '1^
For each point listed below in Exercises (1) - (6), write 'yes' if the
point belongs to set A, and write 'no' if the point does not belong to set
A, where
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x -f y =25}.
Do these exercises on your work sheet,
(1) (-5. 0) (2) (3. -4) (3) (25. 0)
(4) (-4, -3) (5) (0, 5) (6) (16, 9)
(?) Plot all of the points in set A. There are a total of 12 points in
set A.
Turn to PAGE 73
[from page 71j [f^age 72]

[Part 43] [Page 73]
Check your answers.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x + y = 25}
(1) (-5, 0) J^±±
(4) (-4, -3) -g)-^^
(7) .
(2) (3, -4) ^^
(5) (0, 5) Jtifl
(3) (25. 0) /yXy'S^
(6) (16, 9) -^^^^
-6
©
O
e-
-4
O
4
O
'
-a-
2 4 6
-6i
Record your results on
your work sheet.
'1-- '1-- T
Look at Answer (7) above. Notice tnat the points in set A are arranged
on the circle with center at (0, 0) and radius 5.
Do these exercises on your work sheet.
A = {fx, y). X and y integers: x + y = 25}
Rule: (m,. n) -" (m + 2, n)
Make one move from each poin' in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram and indicate the
moves. [Loops for A, cross-marks for X. ]
(2) Which of the sets described below is set X?
{(Xj y), X and y integers: (x -2) + y = 25}
{(x, y), X and y integers: (x + 2) + y - 25}
(3) The points in set X are arranged on the circle with center at ?
and radius ? -
Turn to PAGE 74 .
[from page 72] [Page 73]

[Part 43] [Page 74]
Check your answers.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x^ + y'^ =25}
Rule: (rn, n) "*• (m -f 2, n)
Make one move from each point in set A, Gail the new set 'X'
(1) ' bi •
'"''•• 0— -X
. . , 0_^_:><4J . ' ^; . . .
. ,
^x • \
'
-
• 0---K • •
. . . . . . zl . '
•
• » • • • •
©
—
->X—' 4—
-6
^
-4
,
- 2
^
2
--e >K—
• » • ' -2: • «
.
. G—-X • j " * = — ^x ' •
' ' • e-^-'X-M ' • ©-- -X • • •
(2) X = {{x, y). X and y integers: (^x^Z)^ + /^ ==^ ^)
(3) The points in set X are arranged on the circle with center at C * ^J
and radius D (a)
(b)
Record your resui.ts on yoixr work sheet.
^1^ o, >•-
'i'- •'(^ "i^
Do these exercises en your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), X a.nd y integers: x + y = 25}
Rule: (m, n) ~^ (in + 2, n -3)
Make two moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'.
(1) Plot the points in each set on the same diagram.
(2) The points in set X are arranged on the circle with center at ?_
and radius ? .
"^{Z) X = {(x, y), x ?.nd y integers. ? }
Turn to PAGE 75 .
[from page 73] [Page 74]

[Part 43] [Page 75]
Check your answers.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: x + y =25}
Rule: (m, n) -* (m + 2, n -3)
Make two moves from each point in set A. Call the new set 'X',
(1) 61
-©
O
O
O
o
®
— ?.
X6
-10
X
;k
X
X
o
O
-0
;<
o
X
X
X
X
X
X
(2) The points in set X are arranged on the circle with center at ±__±_j''
5' (a)
and radius
(b)
*(3) X = ((x. y). X and y integers: (x-^) ^4- (/ft) = c2 5' }
1i you tried Exercise (3) and got it right, turn to PAGE 76 .,
Otherwise, this is the end of Part 43. Put your work sheet under
the front cover of this booklet, and return it to your teacher.
[from page 74] [Page 75]

[Part 43] [Page 76]
Do this exercise on your work sheet.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: Zx + 7xy + 6y = O}
Rule: (x, y) —^ (x + a, y - b), a and b are integers
Make n moves fronn each point in set A. Call the new set 'X'
Write a brace-notation description of set X.
Turn to PAGE 77
[from page 75] [Page 76]

[Part 43] [Page 77]
Check your answer.
A = {(x, y), X and y integers: 2x + 7xy + 6y = O}
Rule: (x, y) — (x + a, y - b), a and b integers
Make n moves from each point in set A. Call the new set *X'.
X = {(X. y). x and y integers: ;Z.(x-ncK.)^+ 7(x- r.a.)(/f nk) -f 4>(y+ ntj =0>
Put your work sheet under the front cover of this booklet, and
return it to your teacher.
[from page 76] [Page 77]
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(i) First jump:
Second jump:
(2) Finish:
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1
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Page 6
(1) First move takes you to (5, 0).
Second move takes you to ( ,
(2) Third move takes you to { ,
(3) Finish:
(4)
Page 7
(1) Finish: (2)
).
8 10
Page 6
2
3
OK
Page 7
1 2
OK
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Page 8
OK
Page 9
(1) First move takes you to (1, 0)
Second move takes you to ( , ),
(2) Third nnove takes you to (
(3) Final point:
).
(4)
4\
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2
Page 9
1
2
3
OK
Page 10
The final point is
Page 10
OK
(1) First move takes you to (4, 5).
Second move takes you to (16, ),
(2) Third move takes you to ( ,
(3) So, the final point is ( ).
Page 1 1
1
2
3 OK
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Page 12
(1) First move takes you to (1, 4).
(2) Second move takes you to
(3) Third move takes you to
(4) The final point after 4 moves would be
(5) The final point after 20 moves would be
(6) . . [ . • [Show first 3
. 4f . .
moves only.]
z\
.^«.-..»....^--.4.-
-2
•.
~Z\I • <
Result Check
Page 12
1
2
3
4
5
6 OK
Page 13
The starting point was
Page 13
OK
Page 1 4
The starting point was
Page 14
OK
Page 15
(1) After 2 moves: (1, 8)
After 1 move: (3, )
(2) Start: ( )
Page 15
1
OK
\:i-xC.j<-
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Page 16 Page 16
(1) After 4 moves: (-6. 3) 1
After 3 moves: (-3, )
(2) After 2 moves: ) 2
(3) After 1 move: ) 3
(4) Start: (
. A',
4
5 OK(5)
• « • • • •
^i
• t « •
-6 -4 -2
->i
2 4
• « * •
6
• •
Page 17 Page 17
(1) After 3 moves: (15, -3) 1
After 2 moves: (7, )
i
(2) After 1 move: ( ) z
(3) Start: ( ,
_._) 3 OK
Page 18 i Page 18
(1) After 2 moves: (11, 3) 1
After 1 move: (5, )
(2) Start: (
_) 2 OK
Page 19 Page 19
(1) After 3 moves: (9, 7) 1
(5, ) [2- + 1 = 7]
i
(2) After 1 move: („ ) 2
(3) Start:
-
3 OK
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Page 20
• • •
8 10
• •
Page 20
>/ OK
Page 21
(1) After 3 moves: (53, -7)
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After 1 move:
[3- + 2 = 17. 3 - 2 = 5.]
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Page 21
OK
Page 22
(1) After 3 moves: (28, 12)
After 2 moves:
(2) After 1 move:
(3) Start:
Page_22
1
OK
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Page 24
Rule (x, y) — (2x -1- 6, 3 - 2y)
After 3 moves, the final point is (19, —15),
First C omponent
2x + 5 = 1
9
Second C omponent
3 - 2v = -15
y
2x + 5 =
X =
2x + 5 =
After 2 moves: (
T- 2v
— I
s
After 1 miove: ( , ^ )
3 - 2y =
r'
/
Sta,rting point:
Page 24
v/ OK
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Page 25
After 4 moves:
After 3 moves:
After 2 moves:
After 1 move:
Start:
Page 25
y OK
Page 26
(1) From (2, 2), you move to ( + , - ),
or ( , ).
(2) X = { , , }
Page 26
1
2 OK
Page 27
(1) X^ { }
Page 27
1
(2) • 4\ •
2J •
« *
2 OK
-2
i
2
-2i •
-4i •
I A
A..'::>rU.' : SJ ?::':/%
ui-; -1
v.^ ,. .1^ i.
rr^
-ii.ni:.
(;)
(S)
9-
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Page 28
._}
Page 28
(1) X = {(1, 2), (2. ), 1
(2) • • 6? •
•41 •
2; •
2 OK
-2
; 2
• ^[ 6>
1
Page 29 Page 29
(1) A = { } - 1
(2) X = { } 2
(3) • el •
4f •
• •
z\ •
• •
3
-2
•
;
2
r • > »
t C
(4) X = { (x, y), X and y integers: and X = 1} 4 OK
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Page 30 Page 30
(1) A= { . , ..} 1
(2) X = { } 2
(3) . . . . 2j . . 3
'-4"*"-2 '"
T ' 2
. . . ._2| . .
• • 9 • f
« •
. . . ._4! . .
(4) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: 4 OK
-2 < y < 2 and }
Page 31
(1) A= { , , . }
Page 31
1
} 2
= 7} 3 OK
Page 32
}
Page 32
X = ({x, v), X and y integers: and y OK
Page 34
(1) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: and
Page 34
I 1
1
• • f • • •
t
2 OK
_. 1 ...._.-.
t
•-2y
1
1
1
1
kO :-;^-!:si
i ; :;. ; .^o- ;*ni v J-^-^^J-^ ^' ; ("v i'-') f
:(Y ..-O'^
" i'^:::lxi
o^;-.'j' X)r -:^^
11-
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Page 35
(1) X =
(2) • 4f
•2!
-41
Page 36
(1)
• « • <
4: • • • •
i « t • *
7 1 . . . •
* • •
'4 "
-z
j
• © e •
—-4—©-
^*; . . . •
(2) A = {.
(3) X = {.
Page 35
1
Page_36
1
2
3
OK
OK
Page 37
(1) . . 4
-2
(2) A = {
(3) X = {
« •
(4) [Use diajraiTi in
Exercise (1). ]
• •
0©
Page 37
1
2
3 OK
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d^.
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Page 39
Point (1) Point (2) Point (3)
Page 39
- y OK
Page 40 Page 40
Point (1) Point (2) Point (3) y OK
Page 41
Point (1) Point (2) Point (3)
Page 41
y OK
Page 42 Page 42
sf OK
Page 43 ' Page 43
1 ^
y OK
,/ ®
1
1
Page 44 Page 44
0'''
y
\/ OK
*
i
r r , - I
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Paee 45 ; Page 45
1
1
1
4
*
y OK
* 1
;
1
Page 46 Page 46
;
1
1
*
©/
y OK
1
Paee 47 1 Page 47J. a.^^ ^
©''
/
^1 ..
y OK
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Page 48
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0©©®''
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i ©0
;
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Page 48
y OK
*
*
1
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Page 49 J y Page 49
*
*
©00''' y OK
00 1
y
r
*
0'0
1
1
Page 50
1
i
• • 4f • • ' /'
1 . . ,'' (Z\
Page 50
v/ OK
1 '
• • • ^« Q • •
"-2"""'':
2 4"
. ,© ^ © . . .
/ .-2| ....
Set A
Page 51
. . . 4t . , y
Page 51
y OK
• • \ ^ ^ /
1 f
„-.-.<^..*—>-'-^— — ....
-2 /': 2 4
/ I
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Set A
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^
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'
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'
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Page 52
-3
©
©
©-3
• •
y
• « »
© « • •
Set A
Page 52
v/ OK
Page 53
• 4 • • »'
• •
0'
•
• 2 > © 0' © •
• © •
•
•
2
•
4
•
Page 53
>/ OK
Page 54
Set A Set B Set C
Page 54
s/ OK
Page 57
(1) A w B = {
(2) X = {
(3) Y = { }
(4) If one move is made from each point in set A '^-^ B
then the new set is { , , »
Page 57
1
2
3
4
(5) X w Y = { } OK
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?; (•'')
'^' A::^'-'
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Page 5 8
(1) A w B = {
(2) X = {
(3) Y = {
Page 5 8
(4) If 2 moves are made from each point in set A v^ B
then the new set is {
1
2
3
4
(5) X w Y = { } OK
Page 59
X w Y =
'Page 59
n/ OK
Page 60
One of the points in X v_> Y is
Page 60
s/ OK
Page 61
It follows that n moves according to rule R from any
point in A v^ B take you to a point in
_.
[Page 61
Page 62
It follows that two points in X v_^ Y are and
(1) (2)
jPage 62
1 2 OK
Page 63
It follows that X w Y =
Page 64
X w Y =
;
Page 63
I
n/ ok
J
' Page 64
I
>/ OK
.:i':.^:-6'-
""av.'-vl;:
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Page 66
(1)
(3)
(5)
(7)
(2)
(4)
(6)
is a point in set A which is not in set X; [or]
There is no point in set A which is not in set }C,
(8) is a point in set X which is not in set A; [or]
There is no point in set X which is not in set A.
(9) X = {(x, y), X and y integers:
_^ }
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(2)
(3) X = {(x, y), X and y integers:
1 2
3 OK
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(4) X = {(x, y), X and y integers: } OK
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(1)
(3)
(2)
(4)
(5) X = {(xj y), X and y integers:
Answers Result Check
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X = {(x, y), X and y integers: }
[After one move, the set selector of the description
of the new set would be 'x = 8'.]
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(1) (3, 0)
(4) (-3, 0)
(7) n(A) =
(2) (0, -3)
(5) (5, 4)
(3) (2, 7)
(6) (0, 3)
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1 2 3
4 5 6
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(1) (-5, 0)
(4) (-4, -3)
(7)
(2) (3, -4)
(5) (0, 5)
(3) (25, 0)
(6) (16, 9)
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(1)
Answers
-6 -4 -2
•2t
4y
2 4 6 8
(2) X = {{x, y), X and y integers:
(3) The points in set X are arranged on the circle with
center at and radius
Result Check
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(a) (b)
3a 3b
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(1)
4*
6
-4 -2
•2<
8 10
(2) The points in set X are arranged on the circle with
center at and radius
(a) (b)
Result Check
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^(3) X = {(x, y), X and y integers:
2a 2b
} 3 OK
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X = {(x, y), X and y integers:
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